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Genetic testing has displayed a significant rise
in late modernity, especially with increased
awareness of new risks. With the nature of
what we know continually shifting, it is hard to
grasp anything certain about risk, or our
knowledge of it. Could genetic testing be our
source of certainty? This is unclear, as
methods of genetic testing defy traditional
characteristics and forms of new risks,
specifically those in accordance with Beck’s
(2009) new risk theory. The objectivity of
genetic testing allows calculability
and
directed
solutions
contrasting
with
the
unpredictability of new
risks. However, in spite of
this similarities can be
identified. The increase in
the dissemination of
scientific
knowledge
leaves individuals more
informed
than
ever,
increasing the creation of
risks. None of these risks are
objectively certain allowing
neoliberal product production to
facilitate strategic responses. This then poses
the question answered by this reflection: does
the factuality and reliability of scientific
confirmation within genetic testing provide
individuals with certainty in a world of
uncertainty?
The concept of risk society has shown a
dramatic shift from pre-modern to modern to
late-modern society. Through the progression
of these stages, the risks we tackle today have

developed significantly from their origins.
Late-modern risk distinguishes greatly from
the hazards that characterised pre-modern
society. Identification of hazards were
developed through natural occurrences and
external to the behaviours of society, such as
epochs of war, rise in disease. As a result,
many identified these hazards through
religious perspectives and results of higher
powers. The development of society has
produced technological advancement
facilitating more opportunity for
risks and a rise in scientific
discovery. While many of
these risks are considered
self-produced, modern
society looks to the
rationality of experts for
solutions. As modern
society
emerges,
science becomes base
for all knowledge and
identifications of risks.
However,
it
is
implementations of technological
advancements and human intervention
that has led to modernisation-produced risks.
Threats are no longer external but produced
through distributions of scientific knowledge.
Risk is now ‘born of experience rather than
emerging in the laboratory’ (Wynne, 1989 in
Burgess et al., 2018: 2) and determined
through lay insight. Beck (2009) argues new
risks characterise a move from modern to
late-modern. Scientific expertise decreases in
validity as society moves from traditional

norms and hierarchies. Lack of reliability is
consequence of socially constructed risk
production (Beck, 2009). Science can never
categorically determine risk or produce
certainty. It is impossible to accurately
identify risks and calculate probabilities. As a
result, public distrust in authority grows.
Expert systems’ abilities to respond are
reduced and insurance industries are unable
to provide cover. Beck argues entering into a
risk society is signified when state measures
can no longer adequately support individuals
(Beck, 2009). Risk society is characterised by
an end to public submission and increase in
active distrust of scientists and experts.
Genetics have long been a concern for
scientists in the form of hereditary concerns.
The discovery of hereditary matter as
molecular
allows
genetics to map out an
individual’s
genome.
Human insight is now
regarded as objective
rather than spiritual.
Further genetic testing
and study revealed
genetic deformities in
individuals
sparking
interest into solutions.
As a result, many engage
in genetic testing to
identify potential genetic risks in order to
deflect. Genetic risks are now based on
contemporary fears specific to individuals.
The rise in genetic testing popularity and the
dissemination of scientific knowledge displays
a society developing on the basis of
information.
While new risks encourage the decline in
reliance on scientific knowledge, genetic risks
differ as they can only be uncovered and
understood through science. The uncertainty
brought by new risks mean individuals are
turning back to knowledge. As a result, the
society Gross (2016) argues is a “nonknowledge” society is slowly returning to an
information society and knowledge economy.
The insights and solutions produced by

genetic testing are marketised by
neoliberalism and produces products as
strategised responses to fear further elevating
capitalism into ethic and cultural logic
(Thompson, 2005). Genetic testing has moved
from a medical practice to a website, one all
lay individuals have access to. The production
of genetic testing kits have become
increasingly popular, so much so that articles
dedicating to rating the best kits for each year
are being produced. For example, PC
Magazine writer Molly Mclaughlin (2019)
rated the top six DNA testing kits of 2019 out
of five based on factors, such as
meticulousness
of
DNA
reports,
interactiveness and difficulty of use. Reliance
on experts has shifted to reliance on selfsought resources.
In a society of such
uncertainty,
individuals seek to
grasp certainty in any
form.
Therefore,
when genetic testing
kit websites, such as
23andMe
state
‘We’re all about real
science, real data and
genetic
insights’
(2019:
n.p.)
its
increased popularity
is no surprise. As companies such as these
trade on their knowledge, their branding is
based on trust and validity allow individuals to
reliably predict aspects of their future. The
‘realness’ of their company solidifies people’s
trust in their products. While promotions of
such products exhibit genetic testing as
satisfying curiosity, the reality is that
individuals
crave
awareness
and
understanding of their bodies. Curiosity is
killed when certain results are received.
Genetic testing kits display an attempt at
creating order and predictability in a world of
increasing disorder and uncertainty.

While people’s genetics are seen as new risks,
they do not necessarily align with Beck’s new
risk perspective. While new risks are argued to
contain characteristics from both pre-modern
hazards and modern risks, genetic risks are
not always necessarily self-produced with
external consequences. Genetic risks affect
the individual and causes may be hereditary,
for example. Beck has argued that in the
middle of new risks, it is better for society to
be aware of uncertainty rather than pretend it
is fixed through technocratic means (Burgess
et al., 2018). Genetic testing is one of these
means. However, there are ways genetic
testing aligns with Beck’s new risk and risk
society identifications.
With
risk
society
encouraging individual
responsibility, genetics
facilitates this further as
results are specific to
individuals.
It
is
therefore
their
responsibility to collect
their own genetic results
and conclude certain decisions that may need
to be made in the aftermath. Beck’s idea of
risk society centers around dealing with the
anticipation of catastrophe. Genetic testing
identifies small risks in order for individuals to
take action and defy the preempted
catastrophe.
As a result, it is argued that genetic testing is
a result of risk society. It is a product of
anxieties and insecurities of the modern age.
This is displayed through its nature. Reflexivity
promotes individualisation at its core,
something that genetic testing further
enables. It becomes the individual’s
responsibility to seek their own solutions to
potential risks. Genetic testing is yet another
tool that ‘force[s] individuals to find their own
strategies with which to deal with them’
(Sørensen, 2018: 14). Genetic testing is a
method of identifying and deflecting risks, key
to the lifestyle risk society promotes. Through
risk society, our lives become directed by
attempts to defy certain risks and guided by

the neoliberal and marketised solutions we
adopt in response.
Yet key features of genetic testing defy Beck’s
risk society. Genetics are based on molecular
evidence differing from risk society as new
risks are based on empirical evidence and past
fears. As a result, new risks are difficult to
predict and prepare for. Genetics are more
reliable than the risks created by society as
they are factually identified whilst emerging
from natural and external occurrences.
Therefore, fear of genetics risks is based on
legitimacy. Forms of late-modern societal risk
oppose genetic risk as their involvement in
global and frequently
irreparable
damage
contends the personal
damage of genetic risks.
Therefore,
the
impossibility of delimiting
in modern society is not
the reality for these risks.
The calculability of genetics
resulting
in
their
predictability
enable
consequences to be controlled. These
oppositions are not necessarily negative.
When we acknowledge the similarities
alongside, the outcome is beneficial for
society. While there will always be a level of
unpredictability associated with scientific
discoveries due to the constant uncovering of
matter, the plunging levels of certainty within
our risk society leads a scramble for any
solidity.
The rise of genetic testing is a result of living
in a risk society where uncertainty is
prominent. Individuals search for any source
of certainty. If genetic testing is an example to
go by, certainty found is based on scientific
knowledge. The reliance we once had on
expert information may be integrating its way
back into society. The potential for yet
another shift in the way society engages with
risk will further influence the ways we
approach new risks. While Beck (2009)
acknowledges we will never gain enough
information to categorically predict and defy

risks, there may be room for further scientific
study to increase calculability of risks and
productions of valid, reliable solutions. The
new reliance individuals begin to display on
science may increase possibilities and logistics
for further research into the new risks
developed by society. Furthermore, new
scientific reliance based on previous
experiences within modern society alongside
experiences of genetic testing provides
individuals with a secure sense of their
identity. Ontological security is made up of
immediate and previous experiences that
facilitate basic trust (Giddens, 1991) from
which individuals’ identities are formed. The
routinization of experiences are what affirm
these identities. However, the uncertainty
and change occurring within risk society
threaten
ontological
security
and
routinization, inducing anxiety. It is argued
anxieties of risk society are responses to loss
of identity rather than external or physical
consequences (Browning & Joenniemi, 2017).
Deep forms of uncertainty found in risk
society threaten the agency of identity
individuals strive to obtain sparking an
‘intensified search for […] a single, stable
identity’ (Croft, 2012: 73). Genetic testing
provides routinization. The rise in, for
example routine DNA screening, means
individuals can continuously access insight
into their body. Aspects of ontological security
is found in the physical reality of their body.
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